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Optically optimized transmittive and reflective bistable twisted nematic
liquid crystal displays

S. T. Tang, H. W. Chiu, and H. S. Kwoka)

Center for Display Research, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Clear Water Bay,
Hong Kong

~Received 20 July 1999; accepted for publication 7 October 1999!

A new Mueller matrix approach is developed for the design of optical modes for all nematic liquid
crystal displays~LCD!. In particular, for linearly polarized light going into the LC cell, conditions
for linear polarization and circular polarization outputs are obtained. By considering the switching
between different polarization modes, new transmittive and reflective bistable twisted nematic
~BTN! LCD operating conditions with optimized contrast and brightness are discovered. A passive
matrix driven single polarizer reflective BTN display was fabricated with reasonably good measured
optical performance and fast selection time. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bistable twisted nematic~BTN! displays that switched
between two metastable twisted nematic states electric
were first discovered by Berremen and Heffner in 1981.1 The
two bistable twist angles were 0 and 2p. In 1995, a high
quality passive matrix driven BTN display with a large num
ber of scanning lines was realized by Tanakaet al.2 Since
then, the BTN display has attracted great attention and
eral detailed studies on the bistable mechanism have b
reported.3 These BTN LCDs are attractive because of tw
main reasons:~1! Since both metastable twist states of t
BTN display have in-plane alignment, the viewing angle
very large. ~2! Because of the inherent memory effect,
BTN display can be multiplex driven with good image qua
ity and without crosstalk.

While most people have concentrated on the~0, 2p! sys-
tem, we have proposed and demonstrated the~2p/2, 3p/2!
and ~p/2, 5p/2! transmittive BTNs,4 as well as the~236°,
324°! reflective BTN with a single polarizer.5 However, it is
now realized that all of the BTN optical modes that ha
been studied so far, including the~0, 2p! system, are not
quite well optimized in terms of their optical properties. It
the purpose of this article to point out a proper way to op
mize the optical brightness and contrast ratio of a BTN, b
in transmission and in reflection.

The optical properties of a BTN cell is characterized
four parameters, namely, the twist angle~f!, the retardation
(dDn), the input polarizer angle~a!, ~relative to the input
LC director!, and the output polarizer angle~g!. For the case
of a single polarizer reflective BTN display, the parameteg
is not necessary and there are only three parameters.
twist angles of the two metastable states always differ byp.
The operating conditions of these BTN modes in Refs. 4
5 were obtained using the 2D parameter space techniq6

However, because of the multitude of free parameters in
BTN, the 2D parameter space in fact cannot produce all

a!Electronic mail: eekwok@ust.hk.
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optimized optical modes. One obvious drawback is the
sumption that the input–output polarizers are either perp
dicular or parallel to each other. In this article, we shall sh
that by using the 434 Mueller matrix,7,8 this assumption is
not necessary. Many new optical modes for the BTN can
discovered with good optical properties. Experimental ve
fication will also be presented for the case of a single po
izer reflective display. This reflective BTN can be pass
matrix driven with good contrast and brightness. The sel
tion time was 600ms.

Recently, Suhet al. studied the propagation of th
Stokes parameter in a general TN cell.9 By using a Stokes
parameter and Poincare sphere approach, they have suc
fully derived the results for linear and circular outputs of
linear polarization input. However the results are restricted
the case of input polarizer parallel to the input director. Lik
wise, in a recent paper, Kimet al. analyzed the reflective
BTN using the Mueller matrix approach, but again with t
restriction of zero polarizer angles.10 In this article we will
show that if all four parameters are allowed to vary indep
dently, a complete set of BTN modes can be obtained.

II. CONDITIONS FOR OPTICALLY OPTIMIZED BTN
DISPLAYS

Here we will introduce the concept of polarization tran
formation. For a linear polarization input to a twisted nem
atic cell, in general, the output polarization would be ellip
cal. However under certain specific combinations of c
parameters, the output polarization can be either linearly
circularly polarized. They shall be referred to as the LP a
CP conditions, respectively. It turns out that for any inp
polarization anglea, there are, in general two LP condition
and one CP condition.

A. Transmittive BTN displays

A BTN display has two metastable twisted nema
states. Assuming ideal polarizers, an optically optimiz
transmittive BTN should have unity transmittance in o
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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state and zero transmittance in the other state. Thus the
metastable states should possess the following properties~1!
The switching is between two LP states, labeled LP1 a
LP2 states.~2! The retardations (dDn) of both states are the
same, so that it is essentially the same LC cell.~3! The twist
angles of the LP1 and LP2 states should differ by 2p. Then
they will correspond to the two bistable twist states.~4! The
output linear polarization angle of the LP1 and LP2 sta
should be perpendicular to each other (g1–g25690°).

B. Reflective BTN display

Reflective BTNs are here defined as the true reflec
displays with only one front polarizer and a rear reflector
attached directly to the glass.11 The rear polarizer is elimi-
nated leading to a potentially brighter display with no vie
ing parallax.12 The required conditions for optically opti
mized reflective BTNs are:~1! The switching is between a
:
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LP state and a CP state;~2! the retardation (dDn) of both
states is the same;~3! the twist angles of the bistable state
differ by 2p.

For RBTN, condition~4! of the BTN case is automati
cally fulfilled. By passing through the LC cell twice, unde
the CP condition, the output polarization is orthogonal to
input polarization. The equations that govern the polarizat
transformations will now be derived next.

III. LP AND CP TRANSFORMATIONS: MUELLER
MATRIX

In order to study the polarization transformation effect
a twisted nematic cell, a Mueller matrix that represents
general twisted nematic cell was derived from its Jones m
trix analog.7

The Mueller matrixM has the form,
M5S 1 0 0 0

0 a21b22c22d2 2~bd2ac! 22~ad1bc!

0 2~ac1bd! a22b22c21d2 2~ab2cd!

0 2~ad2bc! 22~ab1cd! a22b21c22d2

D

-

be

P1
the
,
he
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to
where

a5cosf cosx1
f

x
sinf sinx

b5
d

x
cosf sinx

c5sinf cosx2
f

x
cosf sinx

d5
d

x
sinf sinx

with d5pdDn/l and x25d21f2. Here d is the cell gap
thickness,Dn is the birefringence of the LC material,f is
the twist angle, andl is the wavelength of incident light.

It is convenient to write the Mueller matrix in the form

M5S 1 0 0 0

0 A B C

0 D E F

0 G H K

D .

The resultant Stokes vector for a linear incident light at an
a is obtained byS85M*S which written explicitly is

S5S 1 0 0 0

0 A B C

0 D E F

0 G H K

D S 1
cos 2a
sin 2a

0
D .
e

For a linear polarization output, we shall haveS8
5(1 cos 2g sin 2g 0)T for some angleg. Thus we have
Gcos2a1Hsin 2a50. There are two solutions for this equa
tion. They are labeled the LP1 and LP2 solutions:
LP1

d21f25~Np!2, ~1a!

g5f1a, ~1b!

LP2

f

Ad21f2
tanAd21f25tan 2a, ~2a!

g5f2a. ~2b!

The physical meaning of the LP1 and LP2 solutions can
understood if we examine the Mueller matrixM . When Eq.
~1a! is substituted into the Mueller matrixM , it takes on the
form of a polarization rotation matrix of anglef. Thus the
output polarizer angleg5f1a as indicated in Eq.~1b! is
just the result of such a polarization rotation. Indeed, the L
modes are very similar to the regular Mauguin modes or
waveguiding modes of a general TN LCD6. In these modes
the effect of the twisted LC structure is simply to rotate t
polarization of the incoming light by the twist angle.

When Eq.~2a! is substituted intoM, it takes on a form
which is the combination of a retardation plate and a po
ization rotator. The output polarizer angle can be obtained
beg5f2a, which is consistent with Eq.~2b!. The physical
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meaning of the LP2 mode is therefore that of a polarizat
rotator and a half-wave plate which reflects the polarizat
angle by 2a.

In order to calculate the circular polarization~CP! output
condition, the equationS85M*S is rearranged. SinceM is
unitary, one can writeMTS85S whereMT is the transpose o
M . Because a circular output meansS85(10061)T, there-
fore we have the conditionsK50 and tan 2a5H/G for cir-
cularly polarized light output.

The solution of these two equations is given by
CP

d2

d21f2 sin2 Ad21f25
1

2
, ~3a!

tan 2a5
2Ad21f2

f
cotAd21f2. ~3b!

For each given input polarizer angle therefore, there i
specific set of values~d, f! that will give the CP condition.
In general, there are an infinite number of possibilities.

IV. TRANSMITTIVE BTN

Now we have enough tools for BTN/RBTN optica
mode design. According to the conditions listed in Sec. I
a transmittive BTN is limited to be:

~1! A switching between different LP types, that shou
be an LP1–LP2 switching because, if they are of the sa
LP type, condition~4! of orthogonal output cannot be fu
filled.

~2! The input polarizer anglea should be equal to645°.
For an input polarizer anglea of 45°, the LP2 solution is

reduced to

d21f25~M2 1
2!

2p2, ~4!

whereM is a positive integer. Because the retardationd will
remain unchanged and the twist angles differ by 2p, elimi-
nating d in Eqs. ~1a! and ~4!, we arrive at the following
equation:

f15
@~M20.5!22N224#p

4
, ~5!

wheref1 is the twist angle of the LP1 mode andM, N are
positive integers. The first six solutions of Eq.~5! are listed
in Table I.

The input polarizer anglea value is fixed at 45°. The
output polarizer angleg has two choices, one is to optimiz

TABLE I. The first six transmittive BTN solutions by solving Eqs.~5! and
~1b!. ThedDn values are calculated withl50.55mm.

dDn/mm f1 f2 g

0.273* 2348.75 11.25 233.75
0.3994* 2123.75 236.25 278.75
0.522* 56.25 416.25 101.25
0.733 2483.75 2123.75 11.25
0.765* 2258.75 101.25 56.25
0.932 191.25 551.25 56.25
n
n

a

e

the bright state overall luminance, while the other, which
orthogonal to the first one, will give an optimized contra
Theg values given in Table I are assigned so that maxim
overall contrasts are obtained. Notice that in Table I, if
the angles are reversed in sign, we should get the s
mode. Thus, the first mode~2348.75°, 11.25°! is the same as
a ~211.25°, 348.75°! BTN. Similarly, the fifth BTN mode in
Table I ~2258.75°, 101.25°! is the same as a~2101.25°,
258.75°! BTN. Comparing thedDn values as well, these two
modes are similar to the~0, 2p! and ~2p/2, 3p/2! BTN
previously studied.5

The above analysis guarantees only a good mode
particular wavelength~550 nm!. Further considerations hav
to be made on the dispersion characteristic and the stab
of higher twist~.450°! states. For this reason, higher twi
states are not listed in Table I, as bistability is difficult
obtain in those cases. Four good optical modes~with asterisk
in Table I! are chosen to be examined further. Figure
shows the transmission against wavelength plots of th
chosen modes. PlotsA–D ~solid lines! are the BTNs with
dDn50.273, 0.3995, 0.523, and 0.765mm, respectively. It
can be seen that the dispersion characteristics of the
three modes are excellent. For the~211.25°, 348.75°! BTN
~curveA!, the spectra are comparable to the waveguiding
mode display. There is almost no wavelength dependenc
the transmission. CasesB, C, and D show progressively
more dispersion.

The parameters for casesA and D are very similar to
those of the~0, 2p! and ~2p/2, 3p/2!, respectively. Com-
paring curvesA andD with the published spectra, it can b
seen that the present results are better in terms of the ov
contrast and the wavelength independence. PlotsB andC are
completely new.

V. REFLECTIVE BTNs

The operation of a RBTN display be viewed as a switc
ing between LP states and CP states, where the LP state
the bright state while the CP states are the dark states.~The
dark and bright state can be reversed if a polarizing be
splitter is used instead of a sheet type polarizer.!

FIG. 1. Transmission spectra of selected BTN modes. PlotsA–D are modes
with dDn50.273, 0.3995, 0.523, and 0.765mm, respectively.
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Since we have two LP solutions, the RBTN optic
modes can be divided into two groups.
Group 1: LP1–CP switching

Let the twist angle of the CP solution bef1 and that of
LP1 bef25f112p, then by eliminatingd from Eqs.~1a!
and ~3a!, Eq. ~6! is obtained:

~Np!22~f112p!2

~N224!p224pf1
sin2 A~N224!p224pf150.5.

~6!

The first group of solutions forN52 and 3 withdDn less
than 1mm are listed in Table II. The input polarizer anglea
is calculated from Eq.~3b!.
Group 2: LP2–CP

Again, by solving Eqs.~2a!, ~3a!, and ~3b! simulta-
neously, the second group of solutions can be found.
reflectance versus wavelength plots of some chosen RB
modes~with asterisks in Table II and III! are given in Fig. 2.
CurvesA–D ~solid lines! are the RBTNs withdDn50.4,
0.66, 0.31, and 0.37mm, respectively.

In the literature, only one RBTN has been reported p
viously by Xieet al.5 with bistable twist angles of236° and
324°. This RBTN mode was obtained by searching the Jo
matrix parameter space. Indeed it is a very good mode w
large retardation value (dDn50.94mm). This mode is not
obtained directly from the present approach because it is
an exact solution of the equations above. It is actually qu
siimilar to the last mode in Table III. All the RBTN mode
reported here are exact. They are new and have not b
reported before.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: RBTN DISPLAY

Using the above calculated results, a dot matrix sin
polarizer reflective BTN display was fabricated. The c

TABLE II. Reflective BTN modes~LP1-CP switching!.

dDn/mm f1 f2 a

0.1369 22.8 362.8 43.22

0.4020* 224.9 335.1 239.53

0.5932 143.9 503.9 221.09

0.6612* 272.3 287.7 35.26

0.8518 2132.2 227.8 230.86

0.9148 89.4 449.4 36.32

TABLE III. Reflective BTN modes~LP2-CP switching! with dDn less than
1 mm.

dDn/mm f1 f2 a

0.3108* 267.2 292.8 224.24

0.3676* 49.3 409.3 32.85

0.678 42.5 402.5 239.5

0.737 2176 184 221.38

0.745 174 534 22.14

0.955 231 329 242.09
l
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parameters chosen weredDn50.4mm, f5225°, a
5240°. Thed/P ratio was varied carefully in order to ob
tain bistability. According to the heuristic argument, thed/P
ratio should favor thef1p state in order to obtain bistabil
ity. This corresponds to 0.43. Experimentally, we found th
bistability could be obtained ford/P from 0.5 to 0.55. This is
consistent with the observations in Ref. 4 that the optim
d/P is always larger than the heuristicd/P ratio of (f
1p)/2p.

The contrast ratio was measured by using a polariz
beam splitter~PBS!. Employing a He–Ne laser at 632.8 n
as the light source, the contrast ratio was found to be 10
The full reflection spectrum of the RBTN was measured
using a fiber optics reflection probe with a tungsten halog
light source, and a PR650 spectrophotometer. In this exp
ment, a sheet polarizer was used instead of a PBS. The
perimental and calculated results are shown in Fig. 3.

It can be seen that the agreement between theory
experiment is rather good. The shapes of the curves are
same. However, they differ in the magnitudes of the maxi
and the minima. That difference can be accounted for by
liquid crystal dispersion. In the shorter wavelength regio
the birefringenceDn of the LC is larger. Thus the reflectanc
curve shifts to the right. The design parameter of 0.4mm for
dDn was fulfilled only at about 590 nm. This fact is con
firmed if one notices that the minimum points for in both t

FIG. 2. Reflectance spectra of selected RBTN modes withdDn50.31, 0.37,
0.4, and 0.66mm, respectively. Notice that the on-state for the upper t
curves is very close to theR51 axis and cannot be seen clearly.

FIG. 3. Theoretical and experimental reflectance vs wavelength curv
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simulation and measured curved were not exactly at 550
but a bit shifted to the longer wavelength side. Moreov
there is strong surface reflection from the RBTN so that
dark state cannot reachR50. Hence the contrast is not a
high as predicted.

In order to minimize the reset voltage, the select volta
and the reset time, a series of experiments with differentd/P
ratio were carried out. The results are shown in Figs. 4 an
In Fig. 4, there is a clear trend of larger selection time le
ing to smaller selection voltage. Also the decrease of se
tion voltage becomes saturate when the selection t
reaches about 10 ms. The reset voltage in Fig. 4 was 2
and the reset time was 25 ms. In Fig. 5, the reset voltage
plotted against the reset time for differentd/P ratios. It is
seen that larger reset time leads to smaller reset voltage.
decrease of reset voltage becomes saturated when the
time reaches 150 ms. The selection voltage in Fig. 5 was
and the selection time was 4 ms. From these results,
clear that the voltage applied and its duration cannot be
creased at the same time. The actual voltage applied an
duration should be chosen according to the particular ap
cation.

The reset voltage was then fixed at 40 V for 20 ms a
then a time delay was introduced before the start of the
lection voltage.13 The selection time was drastically reduc
to 600 ms. This makes faster driving possible. The expe
ment results are summarized in Fig. 6.

Figure 7 shows a photograph of the RBTN sample f
ricated. It is passive-matrix driven to display a Chinese ch

FIG. 4. Selection voltage vs selection time for differentd/P ratios.

FIG. 5. Reset voltage vs reset time for differentd/P ratios.
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acter in a 323 32 matrix. Finally, it should be pointed ou
that the BTN is not truly bistable. Thef andf12p states
are forced upon the LC cell by the boundary conditions~rub-
bing conditions of the alignment layers!. However, as can be
seen above, thed/P ratio actually favors thef1p twist
state. So in practice, thef andf12p states will relax back
to the more stablef1p state slowly. Experimentally, it was
observed that the relaxation time was about several sec
for the samples we fabricated. So the BTN is not as bista
as the bistable cholesteric display. It may limit its applicati
somewhat in practice.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have introduced the concept of pol
ization conversion for a general twisted nematic LC ce
Conditions for linear polarization and circular polarizatio
output are obtained using the Mueller matrix. By applyi
this polarization analysis to the case of BTN, we have s
cessfully derived the equations that relate the cell parame
of optically optimized BTN and RBTN displays. By solvin
these equations, operating conditions for all BTN and RB
with excellent optical properties are obtained. These mo
have excellent contrast and brightness because the cond
for their optimization isT51 for one twist state andT50
for the other twist state. Therefore, they must have infin
contrast and maximum brightness at one wavelength.

We demonstrated a RBTN dot matrix display using o
of the parameters obtained. It was driven with passive

FIG. 6. Selection time vs time delay.

FIG. 7. A 32332 dot matrix RBTN display prototype. It is a single pola
izer reflective type display without backlight.
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dressing. The experimentally obtained contrast, spectra,
brightness are similar to the predictions. However, the c
trast is not as good, mostly because of surface reflectio
the RBTN. Nevertheless, the value of 100:1 obtained is q
good. We also studied the minimization of the selection vo
age, the selection time, the reset voltage, and the reset
as a function of thed/P ratio. A 600ms selection time was
achieved.

Further enhancement of the BTN/RBTN displays cou
be carried out in two aspects. First, the ultimate optica
optimized display should include the effect of LC birefri
gence dispersion, as well as the actual nonideal optical p
erties of the polarizer and the light source. Second, the st
f1p state should be eliminated so that the BTN can tr
be bistable. Otherwise thef and f12p states will decay
too rapidly. Also, the driving scheme may need some
provement in order to make it compatible to conventio
STN drivers for commercialization.
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